Pledge Relay, Seminar Begin Schedual Events Of Intertaternity Week

House Exchange Luncheons Planned; I-F Ball to Highlight Friday Evening

Intertaternity Week begins today with the Tau Epsilon Pi pledge relays this afternoon and a seminar for presidents of the fraternity houses this evening.

The TEP pledge relays will begin at 4 p.m. on Franklin Field. A group of representatives from each interfraternity group will participate in the race. The race consists of two laps around the Franklin Field track. The winning relay team will receive a trophy from Allen Moskowitz, chairman of the event.

Presidents of the fraternities will meet in the booklet-Pennsylvania Room of the Hotel for a dinner at 6:30 p.m.

CA Nominates Borrell, Sowell For President

Robert C. Berry, Jr. and Ronald R. Sowell have been nominated for president of the Christian Association. The nominating committee consists of Charles E. Bronner, Katherine F. Sowell, R. W. Dennis, and Calvin A. McCallum. The nominating committee consisted of all presidents of the fraternities.

Borrell, a光线 pensation member of the Varsity Club of the college, is also a member of the Phi Kappa Sigma fraternity. He has been a member of the Student Association since the freshman class. He is presently a member of the Student Council and holds the office of president of the Christian Association.

Christian Association To Open Coffee Shop

The Christian Association will open its coffee shop today with a ceremony at 10 a.m. The coffee shop will be located in the basement of Houston Hall.

The coffee shop will be open daily from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. The shop will be closed on Sundays.

Miss Stewart Receives Trophy Symbolizing Title of 'Miss University of Pennsylvania'

Miss Ruth Hindman, back to camera, presents a trophy to Miss Martha Gay Stewart, symbolic of her being selected as Miss University of Pennsylvania. The other finalists, left to right, are Misses Menorah, Jayne Shockey and Deborah Eisenberg. Miss Stewart was crowned by Miss Pat Dermer, last year's Miss University of Pennsylvania.

I-F Ball to Highlight Friday Evening

All pledges and women's fraternities of the University will participate in the collection of funds for crippled children through the sale of "I-F Ball" tickets on Friday night, March 22, in conjunction with the Help Week program conducted by the Interfraternity Council and the Pan-Hellenic Council.

Awards Given To Cesnitsch, Schmidt By DP

Richard M. Cesnitsch, chairman of the Pan-Hellenic Council, will present awards to the group in recognition of their efforts. The awards will be given to the following: Miss Carol Deshields, executive assistant to the Pan-Hellenic Council; Miss Marjorie Hatcher, executive assistant to the Interfraternity Council; and Miss Martha Stewart, executive assistant to the Interfraternity Council.

Champion Cockney andSchmidt were named "Ball Dancers" by the Pan-Hellenic Council for their outstanding efforts.

To open the Help Week festivities, a coffee shop will be opened in the basement of Houston Hall.
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Champion Cockney andSchmidt were named "Ball Dancers" by the Pan-Hellenic Council for their outstanding efforts.

The awards will be presented at a ceremony to be held in the basement of Houston Hall on February 10 from 9:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m.
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Add to this all the ridiculous situations in which characters are often placed by the "good" writer, the result is an endless parade of phony, phlegmatic, and weak-minded campus visitor. As the production continues, the audience grows angrier by the second, more and more people flock to the exits over and over again for a grossly regrettable treatment of human nature.

Barring the way to Sabrina Falchouk is the Student Planner, Dillen Kellogg. Dillen is an especially comic character, a would-be campus builder and his wife and poet laureate express their undying love for one another. His initial overtures are met with complete indifference on the part of his unaccompanied bride. Dillen, however, is determined to win her back. He is, therefore, very much surprised by the results of his efforts. He is determined to win her heart, and more than a little taken aback by the results of his efforts. He is determined to win her heart, and more than a little taken aback by the results of his efforts.

Myra Fishman portrays the role of Myra Fishman, a would-be campus builder and his wife and poet laureate express their undying love for one another. His initial overtures are met with complete indifference on the part of his unaccompanied bride. Myra Fishman is determined to win her heart, and more than a little taken aback by the results of her efforts.

The play's few comic situations, such as the one involving a student's pet hamster, are handled with great care and attention to detail. The audience is not only entertained, but they are also able to see the characters' true personalities.

For those who enjoy a good laugh, "Penn Players" is a must-see production. The cast is talented, the setting is authentic, and the humor is expertly delivered. Don't miss out on this delightful evening of entertainment!
Milkv Only Freshman 'Sure of Varsity Berth

By Berry L. Deitsch

With the possible exception of Jack Morgan, freshman basketball team, which has a bright outlook for this year, there do not appear to be any starlets in the Varsities.

Jack (who scored 100 points in 10 games), has been working hard and has trained very strictly. The only criterion for Varsity selection is the criterion of merit, and only at the discretion of Jack Morgan, the captain, and the faculty, will he make the team. Thus far, in the course of training, he has made the grade of 90, which is an excellent record. His team, the first team, was run-up in the second quarter, while Joe Murphy, the first-stringer, led the junior, garnered second place in the running race.

Cage Captain Captures Two Team Honors

Quaker Cage Captain Dick Canevall has captured the season's top honors and coming honors for the Penn basketball team's season's final statistics.

George gufron, frontman for the quaker, was run-up in the second quarter, while Joe Murphy, the first-stringer, led the junior, garnered second place in the running race.

Cecil has had a pre-game cover of 15 points coming into the season. This year, the 200 rebated, accounted for on the squad. Dick Canevall's three-pointers, however, would have been the help of the squad. Dick Canevall's three-pointers, however, would have helped the squad. Dick Canevall's three-pointers, however, would have helped the squad.

A clean-sleeved shirt fit is made of a clean-sleeved shirt fit. A clean-sleeved shirt fit is made of a clean-sleeved shirt fit.

NM en Begin Practice Drills

The Penn hockey, basketball, and frisbee teams, as well as the Penn baseball team, will begin practice sessions on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, respectively. The basketball teams will practice on Tuesdays and Thursdays. The frisbee team will be in the hands of the 15 to 20 players from 7 to 9 p.m. each day and in the school gymnasium.

DO NOT WORRY ABOUT A THING!

At last, all cotton drip-dry electronic watches are here, Says Tom Wheeler, "is that you're not tied down to one clock and the same routine. There's always a new problem...a new approach needed...new people to meet and work with."

But first, what does a System Analyst do? Briefly, we study a customer's present system—purchased inventory control, billing, accounting—and convert it to a methodical system using either conventional IBM business, banks, or high-speed electronic computers.

Tom Wheeler works out of the Baltimore Office serving some of America's biggest companies. Graduated from Johns Hopkins in August, '56, with a B.S.I.E., he came immediately to IBM. During his training period, he studied punched Card and Electronic Data Processing Machines, and machine calculations and applications, and was instructed in the theories and methods of data processing.

Diversified assignments

A leading aircraft company was his first major assignment. "My job there was a..." he explains, "was to work with the application of IBM's largest electronic computers—thermometers to control problems in manufacturing. Sales and App..."

In the control panel at IBM's 650, a large computer, a large computer, a large computer, ..." says Tom Wheeler, "a new desk and computer to the manufacturer. There are more and more IBM's B.S.I.E.'s working at IBM..." says Tom Wheeler, "a new desk and computer to the manufacturer. There are more and more IBM's B.S.I.E.'s working at IBM..."

What's it like to be with IBM?

"What I like most about this job," says Tom Wheeler, "is that you're not tied down to one clock and the same routine. There's always a new problem...a new approach needed...new people to meet and work with."
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Les Elgart's Music at 1-F Ball, Friday

NOTICES

ALPHA PSI OMEGA Found the inscription among the members of the fraternity that this event is in order.抛弃去后每次相望，自是都是一场美梦。国家有道，美梦成真。他的梦在美梦中被美梦的美梦不停美梦。

PSYCHOLOGICAL SOCIETY The Psycological Society is holding its annual meeting at the usual time.

FRIDAY BALL The Friday Ball is open to all students, faculty, and guests. Please be sure to attend.

INTERNET BANSE BALL Any student who is caught using the Internet will be immediately suspended.

COUNSELORS (General and Specialty)

College Juniors or Older

College Juniors or Older

GO IN DANCE? "The Tower's Famous Musical"

MAGIC MAIL Chinese Restaurant

146 W. 5th Street

The Most Outstanding

in the

Heart of Chinatown

IMMEDIATE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE

• Lowest Cost Private Drugs
• Cameras, Films, Flash Products
• Men's Toiletries, Yardley, Old Spice, Seaford
• Unusual Stationary

Penn Pharmacy

170 West 47th Street

Nearest Drug Store to Rockefeller Center

CLOTHING STORE

The Most Outstanding

in the

World

Delicate, just right, and

Soft

Cigarettes

WINSTON or SALEM

FREE-Beautiful Zenith Lighter

TONIGHT AT 7 P.M.

ATTENTION SAM... All Are Required to Attend
Topic: REGIONAL CONFERENCE
New Membership Welcome
Bishop White Room—Houston Hall
TONIGHT AT 7 P.M.

KEITH LYNN, B.S.E.E., PURDUE, '53, INVITES YOU TO
"Spend a day with me at work"

"I'm an Equipment Engineer for Illinois Bell Telephone Company in Chicago. Speaking personally, I find Bell Telephone engineering damming interesting and very rewarding. But judge for yourself."

"2:00 p.m. After lunch I drive out to the Glenview office. Here, in the frame room, I'm checking floor space required by the proposed equipment. Believe me, the way our business is growing, every square foot counts."

"3:10 p.m. Then I drive over to the office at nearby Skokie where a recent engineering assignment of mine is in its final stages. Here I'm suggesting a modification to the Western Electric installation foremen on the job."